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Abstract: For four decades, satellite-based passive microwave sensors have provided valuable snow
water equivalent (SWE) monitoring at a global scale. Before continuous long-term SWE records
can be used for scientific or applied purposes, consistency of SWE measurements among different
sensors is required. SWE retrievals from two passive sensors currently operating, the Special Sensor
Microwave Imager Sounder (SSMIS) and the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2),
have not been fully evaluated in comparison to each other and previous instruments. Here, we
evaluated consistency between the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) onboard the F13
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) and SSMIS onboard the F17 DMSP, from November
2002 to April 2011 using the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System
(AMSR-E) for continuity. Likewise, we evaluated consistency between AMSR-E and AMSR2 SWE
retrievals from November 2007 to April 2016, using SSMIS for continuity. The analysis is conducted
for 1176 watersheds in the North Central U.S. with consideration of difference among three snow
classifications (Warm forest, Prairie, and Maritime). There are notable SWE differences between
the SSM/I and SSMIS sensors in the Warm forest class, likely due to the different interpolation
methods for brightness temperature (Tb) between the F13 SSM/I and F17 SSMIS sensors. The SWE
differences between AMSR2 and AMSR-E are generally smaller than the differences between SSM/I
and SSMIS SWE, based on time series comparisons and yearly mean bias. Finally, the spatial bias
patterns between AMSR-E and AMSR2 versus SSMIS indicate sufficient spatial consistency to treat
the AMSR-E and AMSR2 datasets as one continuous record. Our results provide useful information
on systematic differences between recent satellite-based SWE retrievals and suggest subsequent
studies to ensure reconciliation between different sensors in long-term SWE records.

Keywords: satellite remote sensing; microwave; AMSR2; AMSR-E; F13 SSM/I; F17 SSMIS; snow
water equivalent

1. Introduction

Snow is a fundamental water resource for humans and ecosystems. About 80% of the arid western
U.S. and central Asia depend heavily on snowmelt as a water supply [1–3]. The snow-covered areas
are reduced seasonally from 45.2 to 1.9 million km2 over the lands of the Northern Hemisphere [2].
Consequently, many regions, for example, the Great Plains in U.S. and high-altitude mountain areas
of western China, have experienced serious floods as a result of spring snowmelt [4–6]. Accurate
estimates of snow water equivalent (SWE) are required to improve the capability of flood forecasting
as a result of snowmelt, as well as water supply management [7,8].
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Passive microwave sensors have proven to be valuable for monitoring snowpack distributions at
global and regional scales because of a wide swath, the ability to operate day or night even under cloud
conditions, and a response to the presence of snow at multiple frequencies [9]. Since November 1978,
satellite passive microwave data from the Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR)
aboard the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Nimbus-7 satellite, and the
Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) and Special Sensor Microwave Imager Sounder (SSMIS)
aboard the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) series of satellites have been used for
the SWE retrievals. The SMMR and SSM/I sensors have proven to be reliable passive microwave
sensors and have been widely used for observing land surface conditions such as SWE [10–13],
soil moisture [14,15], snowmelt [16–19], sea ice concentration [20,21], and freeze/thaw state [22,23].
Along with these instruments, the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing
System (AMSR-E) on board the NASA Aqua satellite has successfully provided snow scientists and
hydrologists with estimates of SWE from June 2002 to October 2011 [24–26]. Unfortunately, AMSR-E
stopped operation in October 2011 due to a problem with its antenna. As a continuation of the
legacy of AMSR-E, the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) was launched in May
2012, onboard the Global Change Observation Mission 1-Water (GCOM-W1) satellite by the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). With similar basic characteristics as AMSR-E, AMSR2 has
provided geophysical datasets, including SWE and snow depth, retrieved by brightness temperature
(Tb) measurements [27,28].

Although historical satellite sensors have provided SWE retrievals for about 40 years, the utility
of continuous long-term SWE records depends on the consistency of measurements from different
satellites over many years. For the SMMR and SSM/I sensors, there are several earlier studies dealing
with similar topics. Armstrong & Brodzik [29] found 6 and 1 K differences between SMMR and SSM/I
in the snow depth algorithm in the TbH19GHz and TbH37GHz channels, respectively. They suggested a
modified snow depth equation to offset these differences. Derksen & Walker [10] identified a systematic
Tb bias between the two sensors. They found that the Tb difference was dependent on magnitude
of brightness temperature and overpass timing. Derksen et al. [30] demonstrated that the SMMR
sensor notably underestimated SWE compared to SSM/I SWE, due to the instrumental differences.
However, there are few studies for recent satellite sensors between continuous F13 SSM/I and F17
SSMIS and between AMSR-E and AMSR2 SWE retrievals, except for Tb calibration studies [31,32]
and other variables [33]. This is likely because there is very little temporal overlap for the AMSR-E
& AMSR2 and SSM/I & SSMIS (one year), making it nearly impossible to directly compare between
the pairs of sufficient SWE data. In order to overcome this obstacle, we propose a cross-evaluation of
consistency in the two time series, SSM/I-SSMIS and AMSR-E-AMSR2 SWE, using the relative SWE
biases between the two time series. The SSM/I and SSMIS SWE are evaluated relative to AMSR-E
SWE, AMSR-E and AMSR2 SWE are evaluated using the SSMIS SWE dataset.

This study focuses on the weekly maximum SSM/I (2002–2005), SSMIS (2007–2015), AMSR-E
(2002–2010) and AMSR2 (2012–2015) SWE estimates over 13 winter seasons in 1176 watersheds in the
North Central U.S. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the study region (North
Central regions of the U.S.) focusing on topographical and climatic characteristics. Section 3 introduces
the AMSR-E, AMSR2, SSM/I and SSMIS satellite SWE estimates including algorithms used in this
work and their pre-processing. Section 4 describes the methodology used to evaluate temporal and
spatial continuity in pairs of satellite-based SWE time series. Section 5 details the results and discussion
of the comparative analyses between F13 SSM/I and F17 SSMIS SWE and between AMSR-E & AMSR2
SWE. Section 6 offers a summary and concluding remarks.

2. Study Area

The North Central region of the U.S. would benefit from a long-term record of satellite-based SWE
estimates, because this area is vulnerable to frequent snowmelt floods [4,5,34,35] but has few snow
observations [36]. Past studies have indicated positive trends in precipitation, runoff, and flood peaks
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in the region, especially in the Red River of the North, potentially due to climate change [37,38]. The
study area covers approximately 339,000 square miles including the U.S. portion of the Red River of
the North, the Rainy River in Minnesota, and the Mississippi River from the upper region in Minnesota
to Illinois, excluding the Missouri River basin (see Figure 1). Most of this region has a continental
climate, which is characterized by temperature extremes. The prevailing weather systems come from
the Gulf of Mexico in the summer and the dry Canadian air causes extremely cold temperatures in
the winter. The warmest mean temperatures are in southern Iowa and Missouri with the coldest in
northern Minnesota and North Dakota. Annual precipitation ranges from 356 mm in North Dakota
to 1220 mm in Missouri. The precipitation occurs mainly during the summer season. Snowfall is the
greatest in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan (up to 516 cm) and decreases away from the Great Lakes
(e.g., North Dakota: 131 cm, Missouri: 56 cm). Average annual temperatures range from 4.7 to 12.5 ◦C
and average temperatures during winter range from −11.0 ◦C in North Dakota to 0.2 ◦C in Missouri.
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Figure 1. Overview map of the study region in the North Central U.S. with 1176 watersheds outlined
and overlain snow cover classification.

Most of the U.S. North Central region’s topography was formed by glacial processes. The
eastern part of North Dakota and northwestern part of Minnesota are very flat, formed from glacial
lake sediments, with mostly agricultural areas. The northern portion of Minnesota has forests and
numerous lakes. The southern part is largely agricultural land with grass prairie and broadleaf forest.
In Iowa, the topography is mainly rolling prairie with small changes in elevation, but the northeastern
part of the state has rugged terrain. Illinois has little relief except for several mountains in the southern
part. The topography of Wisconsin has forested areas with higher elevation and many glacial lakes in
the northern part. The upper peninsula of Michigan is swampy in the east and relatively rugged in the
upper west side, and the lower peninsula has gentle hills in the west.

In order to consider major spatial characteristics related to SWE estimates, the study region’s
1176 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration North Central River Forecast Center
(NOAA NCRFC) watersheds were divided into three major snow classes, Warm forest, Prairie, and
Maritime using a seasonal snow classification system [39]. The Warm forest class covers northeastern
Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan and the Prairie class ranges over North and South Dakota,
Iowa, southern Wisconsin, northern Illinois, and some parts of Missouri and Indiana. The southern
parts of Missouri and Illinois and northern Indiana are classified as Maritime (Figure 1). The global
snow classification system for seasonal snow cover has eight classes: Tundra, Taiga, Warm forest,
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Prairie, Maritime, Ephemeral, Ice, and Water, expressed on the 1-km by 1-km spatial grid [39,40]. Each
snow class was defined by an ensemble of snow stratigraphic characteristics including snow density,
grain size, and morphologic crystal which is estimated from three climate variables: winter wind,
precipitation, and air temperature [41]. Each of the watersheds over the study area was assigned a
dominant snow class using the majority filter in ArcGIS. The warm forest, Prairies, and Maritime
classes occupy 305, 767, and 67 watersheds, respectively.

3. Data and Preprocessing

3.1. SSM/I and SSMIS SWE

The series of SSM/I and SSMIS instruments onboard the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
(DMSP) platform series has provided continuous Tb measurements since July 1987. Among the SSM/I
and SSMIS series, the F13 SSM/I and F17 SSMIS sensors provided Tb measurements from May 1995 to
December 2007 (Data Version 1) and from December 2006 to present (Data Version 2), respectively [42].
Overpasses occurred at 7:00 a.m./p.m. for respective descending and ascending orbital nodes. In order
to match the temporal ranges of the AMSR-E and AMSR2 (November 2002 to April 2016), we used
continuous EASE-Grid Tb measurements, from the F13 SSM/I (November 2002 to December 2006)
and F17 SSMIS (January 2007 to April 2016) sensors [43].

We then calculated daily SSM/I & SSMIS SWE estimates from Tb measured at the 19 and 37 GHz
frequencies, using the Chang algorithm [44] as follows:

SWE = c(TbH19GHz − TbH37GHz) (1)

where SWE is the snow water equivalent in mm; c is given as 4.8 mm/K [13,45]; Tb is the brightness
temperature at different frequencies (19 and 37 GHz horizontal polarization). Only Tb measurements
from the 6:00 a.m. descending overpass were used in order to reduce potential error by wet snow in
the daytime [46].

3.2. AMSR2 and AMSR-E SWE

AMSR2 is a relatively new passive microwave sensor that is the follow-on instrument to its
predecessor, AMSR-E [47]. The main improvements of AMSR2 compared with AMSR-E are a larger
antenna (2.0 m diameter c.f. 1.6 m of AMSR-E) for enhanced spatial resolution, additional channels at
C-band (7.3 GHz) for mitigating radio frequency interference (RFI), an improved calibration system,
and an additional momentum wheel [32,47]. As a part of the afternoon-train (A-train) constellation of
polar orbiting, Earth observing satellites, AMSR2 provides daily scans at approximately 1:30 a.m./p.m.
local time at 1–2 days revisit time, beginning in May 2012. The most recent Level 3 AMSR2 SWE
(Version 2.1) products, expressed on the same regular 1/4◦ × 1/4◦ spatial grid, were acquired from
the JAXA GCOM-W1 Data providing service (http://gcom-w1.jaxa.jp). The AMSR-E sensor onboard
the Aqua satellite provided SWE retrievals at 1:30 a.m./p.m. local time from June 2002 to October
2011. Level 3 AMSR-E SWE data, expressed on the Equal-Area Scalable Earth Grid (EASE-Grid), were
obtained from the National Snow and Ice Data Center [48].

Both the AMSR-E and AMSR2 SWE products were calculated based on the difference in brightness
temperatures measured at 19.7 and 36.5 GHz along with some higher and lower frequencies. The SWE
estimates were processed using the Kelly snow depth (SD) algorithm [25].

SD = f f (SD f ) + (1 − f f ) · (SD0) (2)

SD f = 1/ log10(pol36GHz) ·
(TbV18.7GHz − TbV36.5GHz)

(1 − f d · 0.6)
(3)

SD f = 1/ log10(pol36GHz) ·
(TbV18.7GHz − TbV36.5GHz)

(1 − f d · 0.6)
(4)

http://gcom-w1.jaxa.jp
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where SD is snow depth (cm), SDf and SD0 is the snow depth for forested and nonforested area,
respectively, ff is forest fraction, and fd is forest density. The pol36.5GHz and pol18.7GHz are dynamic
coefficients computed as the polarization differences at 36.5 and 18.7 GHz, respectively. The SD is
converted to SWE by multiplying by the snow density for different snow classes based on the seasonal
snow classification system in Sturm et al. [41].

The most recent AMSR2 SWE algorithm was updated to use forest transmissivity to improve
the forest correction effect and false snow depth detections were flagged over the Tibetan Plateau
region [28,49]. In order to minimize the wet snow impacts, this study used only descending SWE data,
which were measured in the colder night time (01:30 a.m.) [46].

4. Methods

All available gridded daily SWE data from the two combinations of microwave sensors (AMSR-E
& AMSR2 and SSM/I & SSMIS) were obtained for twelve winters from November 2002 to April 2016.
For each of the two combination data sets, the gridded daily SWE were spatially averaged within
each NCRFC watershed (1176 total in the study area). The data from AMSR-E and AMSR2 pixels near
water bodies were flagged and removed, as were the negative SSM/I and SSMIS SWE values. Daily
values were only calculated for watersheds with no missing data. For this work, a snow year runs
from November to April labeled using the winter year. For example, the 2002 snow year means the
period from November 2002 to April 2003.

Weekly SWE time series were produced for each watershed using the weekly maximum daily
average SWE values to resolve the limitations of the satellite revisit times, which result in some days
with no observations as well as low SWE values due to wet snow [13]. The weekly maximum SWE
data were only calculated until the annual maximum SWE value within each winter year, to minimize
uncertainties caused by late winter snow melting/refreezing cycles.

We consider two approaches to evaluate the satellite SWE estimates. First, we quantify the
differences between AMSR-E and AMSR2 as well as SSM/I and SSMIS SWE data using conventional
metrics, namely the coefficient of determination (R2) and mean bias error (hereafter Bias):

R2 = 1 − ∑ (SWEAMSR−E or 2 − SWESSM/I or IS)
2

∑ (SWESSM/I or IS − SWESSM/I or IS)
2 (5)

Biasoriginal = ∑ (SWEAMSR−E or 2 − SWESSM/I or IS)/N (6)

where SWEAMSR−E or 2 is either the AMSR-E or AMSR2 SWE data, and SWESSM/I or IS is either the
SSM/I or SSMIS SWE data as the reference. SWESSM/I or IS is the mean SWE value for each watershed
and N is the number of watersheds in each snow class.

Second, we compare yearly spatial bias maps between AMSR-E and AMSR2 with SSMIS SWE.
Normalized bias is calculated using a normalization equation:

Biasnormalized =
Biasoriginal − mean(Bias)

std(Bias)
(7)

where Biasnormalized is the normalized bias and Biasoriginal is the original bias between AMSR-E (AMSR2)
and SSMIS SWE at each watershed. mean(Bias) is the total average of yearly mean bias and std(Bias)
is the total average of yearly standard deviation of bias for the AMSR-E (2007–2010) or AMSR2
(2012–2015) period.
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5. Results and Discussions

5.1. Comparison between SSM/I and SSMIS SWE

Temporal patterns between F13 SSM/I (2002 to 2005, four winters) and F17 SSMIS (2007 to 2010,
four winters) were compared, using AMSR-E SWE as a baseline. The SSM/I and SSMIS SWE data in
2006 are not considered because the data are composed of F13 SSM/I SWE (November to December)
and F17 SSMIS SWE (January to April). Figure 2 displays the three snow class averaged SWE time
series according to snow classification.
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Temporal SWE variations are different among the three snow classes. Generally, the SWE
time series in the Warm forest and Prairie classes show relatively clear temporal patterns with
gradual increases throughout the winter and rapid decreases after maximum SWE values, while
SWE time series in the Maritime have irregular temporal patterns. This variability could be related to
characteristics of the Maritime snow class. This class was defined as warm deep snow with high air
temperature and high precipitation and had the largest range in snow depth and density [39,41]. These
characteristics could be due to snow melting/refreezing, resulting in difficulty in estimating SWE
using Tb from passive microwave sensors. Another possible reason is that the snow class-averaged
time series might not be representative of the temporal patterns of each Maritime watershed because
there are relatively few watersheds in the Maritime class within the study area (5.7% of watersheds)
and they are divided into two parts (southern Illinois and northern Indiana) in Figure 1.

For both the Warm forest and Prairie classes, increasing patterns of the SSM/I SWE throughout
each winter generally correspond with AMSR-E SWE from 2002 to 2005. However, there are clear
bias differences between the two classes in the SSMIS period (2007 to 2010). While the SSMIS SWE is
lower than the AMSR-E in Warm forest, the SSMIS sensor overestimates SWE compared to AMSR-E in
the Prairie in the middle of each winter season. The patterns are also evident in yearly bias between
AMSR-E and SSMIS SWE in Figure 3.
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snow classification.

Figure 3 shows the yearly averaged biases and R2 values of SSM/I and SSMIS with AMSR-E SWE
for the three snow classes. The comparison is divided between two periods (2002 to 2005 (SSM/I vs.
AMSR-E) and 2007 to 2010 (SSMIS vs. AMSR-E)). The figure highlights that there are notable SWE
bias differences between SSM/I and SSMIS sensors in the two periods. During the 2002–2005 winter
seasons, all snow classes have negative biases, ranging from −1.25 to −7.57 mm. The patterns indicate
that the SSM/I sensor usually overestimates SWE compared to AMSR-E. The average biases are −3.22,
−6.41, and −2.73 mm for the Warm forest, Prairie, and Maritime classes, respectively. During the
2007–2010 winter seasons, the biases have a clearly different behavior based on snow class. The yearly
biases of SSMIS in the Prairie class have similar negative patterns to SSM/I and the average biases in
the Maritime class are close to 0 (0.68 mm). However, the Warm forest class has large SSMIS-AMSR-E
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biases, ranging from 5.21 to 11.47 mm for the four winter seasons, which is notably different than the
SSM/I-AMSR-E SWE bias in the Warm forest class.

Figure 4 shows boxplots between SSM/I and SSMIS SWE for a range of AMSR-E SWE intervals.
The SSM/I sensor overestimates SWE values compared to SSMIS SWE in the Warm forest class over
all AMSR-E SWE intervals. However, the Prairie class shows different patterns according to the
magnitude of AMSR-E SWE. SSMIS SWE values are generally higher than SSM/I SWE for the high
AMSR-E SWE intervals (>60 cm), while the SSM/I SWE values are higher than SSMIS SWE for the
low intervals (0–20, 20–40, and 40–60 cm). The Maritime class has a similar pattern as the Prairie class,
where SSM/I overestimates SWE values compared to SSMIS for low AMSR-E SWE ranges. However,
the SSMIS SWE is slightly higher than SSM/I SWE for the highest interval (60–80 cm). The SSM/I and
SSMIS SWE differences between low and high SWE may be attributable to SWE retrieval uncertainty
related to deep snow. SWE retrieval errors generally increase during the snow accumulation period
with developing deep snow packs [11].
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The differences between SSM/I and SSMIS SWE for snow classes, especially in the Warm forest
class, are probably due to the difference in the interpolation methods for Tb between the F13 SSM/I
and F17 SSMIS sensors [43,50]. Armstrong et al. [43] reported that the Backus-Gilbert interpolation
method that had been used for the SSM/I sensors was not applied to the SSMIS EASE-Grid Tb,
which were gridded using an inverse distance squared method. They mentioned that some larger
differences, up to 10 K, were found in regions of steep Tb gradients due to the changes in geolocation.
Considering the Chang SWE algorithm’s equation, the difference in interpolation methods might
influence the SWE difference between SSM/I and SSMIS. They also noted that the F17 SSMIS’s source
data version (Remote Sensing Systems Version 7, RSS V7) was different with that of F13 SSM/I (RRS V4).
Brodzik [50] recommended that, unlike SSM/I Tb (V4), different coefficients should be used to retrieve
SWE using the F17 SSMIS Tb (V7) inputs. The SSMIS Tb was already cross-calibrated with SSM/I
as well as AMSR-E, providing inter-consistency of Tb from the sensors [43]. Considering our results,
even though the satellite microwave Tb data were calibrated using previous and concurrent sensors,
different Tb interpolation methods between a satellite sensor and its predecessor could lead to errors
in Tb-derived hydrological variables, including SWE. These interpolation effects may vary according
to regional characteristics. Overall, the results suggest that SSM/I and SSMIS data users should
be cautious using long-term SSM/I and SSMIS SWE data to draw conclusions based on temporal
characteristics, especially in forested regions.
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5.2. Comparison of AMSR-E and AMSR2 SWE with SSMIS SWE

Consistency between AMSR-E (2007 to 2010) and AMSR2 (2012 to 2015) SWE was evaluated for
the three snow classes (Warm forest, Prairie, and Maritime), using SSMIS SWE as a baseline. Figure 2
shows that both AMSR-E and AMSR2 SWE have similar temporal variations with SSMIS SWE in most
years. However, there are differences in the AMSR-E and AMSR2 SWE biases between the Warm
forest and Prairie classes. Both AMSR-E and AMSR2 generally overestimate SWE values compared to
SSMIS for the Warm forest, while they are slightly lower than SSMIS in the Prairie. These results are
confirmed by yearly biases in Figure 3. The AMSR-E and AMSR2 SWE data have positive biases in
the Warm forest class over the entire eight-year period, but have negative biases in the Prairie class in
most years.

Based on yearly metrics (R2 and bias), consistency between AMSR-E and AMSR2 SWE estimates
are assessed using SSMIS SWE as a bridge dataset (Figure 3). When compared to SSMIS, AMSR-E has
higher average R2 values (0.92, 0.88, and 0.84) than AMSR2 SWE (0.83, 0.82, and 0.82) for the Warm
forest, Prairie, and Maritime classes, respectively (Table 1). The AMSR2 sensor overestimates SWE
values slightly more than AMSR-E in the Warm forest. The mean biases of AMSR2 (average: 11.16 mm)
are higher than that of AMSR-E (average: 7.42 mm), as shown in Table 1. For the Prairie and Maritime
classes, both sensors have relatively lower biases, within ± 5 mm (Figure 3). The yearly mean bias
differences between AMSR2 and AMSR-E are 3.74 1.54, and 1.60 mm for Warm forest, Prairie, and
Maritime, respectively. The results indicate that SWE differences between AMSR2 and AMSR-E are
generally less than the differences between SSM/I and SSMIS. Armstrong and Brodzik [29] found a
5 K difference in the (TbH19GHz − TbH37GHz) term between SMMR and SSM/I sensors over Northern
Hemisphere. When applying to the Chang algorithm in Equation (1), the 5 K difference converts to
approximately 24 mm of SWE, which is higher than mean-bias of AMSR-E and AMSR2 SWE.

Table 1. Mean biases and coefficient of determination (R2) of AMSR-E/2 SWE relative to SSM/I &
SSMIS SWE by year for different snow classes.

Bias (mm) R2

Snow Class Warm Forest Prairie Maritime Warm Forest Prairie Maritime

AMSR-E & SSM/I

2003 −2.23 −6.06 −4.12 0.81 0.85 0.91
2004 −2.61 −7.35 −1.22 0.74 0.77 0.77
2005 −0.37 −4.51 −2.11 0.82 0.80 0.83
2006 −3.85 −5.88 −2.17 0.79 0.87 0.86
Aver. −2.26 −5.95 −2.41 0.79 0.82 0.84

AMSR-E & SSMIS

2008 11.24 −1.94 0.31 0.92 0.89 0.83
2009 7.48 −1.60 0.31 0.90 0.89 0.92
2010 4.82 −3.99 0.36 0.95 0.90 0.90
2011 6.14 −3.51 0.47 0.90 0.86 0.69
Aver. 7.42 −2.76 0.36 0.92 0.88 0.84

AMSR2 & SSMIS

2013 14.94 −1.94 4.73 0.79 0.76 0.82
2014 16.78 0.00 1.55 0.85 0.85 0.84
2015 9.93 1.50 2.15 0.77 0.81 0.81
2016 3.02 −4.46 −0.59 0.92 0.87 0.81
Aver. 11.16 −1.22 1.96 0.83 0.82 0.82

A final comparison was conducted in order to discern differences between AMSR-E and AMSR2
SWE based on the SSMIS SWE magnitude, and according to snow classification (Figure 5). The Warm
Forest class generally has similar median values for AMSR-E and AMSR2 SWE except for the highest
SSMIS SWE intervals (120–160 mm). For the Prairie class, there is little difference between AMSR-E and
AMSR2 SWE for low and moderate SSMIS SWE ranges. However, the AMSR2 sensor overestimates
SWE values compared to AMSR-E for the highest SWE ranges (140–200 mm). In the Maritime class,
AMSR2 has higher SWE than AMSR-E SWE over the entire SSMIS SWE range, even though the
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sample size for the Maritime class is much smaller than those of the Warm Forest and Prairie classes.
Compared to Figure 4, the AMSR-E and AMSR2 sensors have more consistent SWE retrievals than
SSM/I versus SSMIS, even though they have some differences at high SWE ranges. In conclusion,
AMSR-E and AMSR2 SWE are relatively more consistent than SSM/I and SSMIS SWE based on the
boxplots as well as time series and yearly statistics.
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5.3. Spatial Bias Comparison between AMSR-E and AMSR2 with SSMIS SWE

Figure 6 depicts the spatial bias maps for AMSR-E and AMSR2 relative to SSMIS SWE over the
1176 watersheds in the study region. Positive biases (red color) indicate that AMSR-E/2 reports higher
SWE values relative to SSMIS and negative biases (blue color) indicate that SSMIS has higher SWE
values relative to AMSR-E/2. For the AMSR-E bias maps, there are negative biases in the northwest
area and positive biases in the northeast area, while there are smaller biases over the middle and south
part of the study regions. The bias patterns are consistent for all four years from 2007 to 2010 (Figure 6a).
The AMSR2 maps also show generally similar spatial patterns with AMSR-E. The similarity of spatial
patterns between AMSR-E and AMSR2 is confirmed by the metrics (see also Table 1). However, there
are visible differences between the AMSR-E and AMSR2 bias maps in some parts of the study area
(Figure 6). Especially in the northwest areas, the magnitude of AMSR2 SWE estimates is much larger
than SSMIS, whereas this bias is much smaller between AMSR-E and SSMIS. This difference may
be related to different climate conditions between the two analysis periods that resulted in large
snow magnitudes from 2011 to 2015. Snow magnitude is well known as one of the error sources of
satellite-based SWE [51–53]. To remove underlying climate effects, we obtained the normalized SWE
bias maps for AMSR2 and AMSR-E using Equation (7). The spatial patterns of normalized SWE bias
anomaly are very similar for AMSR2 and AMSR-E over the entire study area (Figure 7).
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The AMSR2 maps show very similar spatial patterns across years, with higher positive biases in
Warm forest area in Figure 6b. The spatial patterns may be closely related to regional characteristics
(such as elevation, forest effects and latitude). The negative biases in the northwest area may partly
correlate with the high elevation and high latitude. The results may be supported by the findings from
Lee et al. [53], which showed that AMSR-E and AMSR2 snow depth biases increased by about 10 cm
when elevation was changed from about 250 to 750 m. On the contrary, the lower biases in the middle
and southern part could reflect the flat and nonforested surface features that are relatively ideal for
microwave SWE retrievals [30,54].

The larger positive biases are clearly evident in the northeast areas, where the Warm forest
class is dominant (Figure 1). These results are likely due to the difference between the retrieval
algorithms’ approach to capturing forest effects. Unlike the AMSR-E and AMSR2 algorithms, the
Chang algorithm used for SSM/I and SSMIS does not account for forest fraction. As pointed out in
earlier studies, the effects of canopy emission and scattering in forest areas could cause underestimation
of microwave SWE [11,13,45,55]. The use of forest fraction to characterize the land surface in retrieval
algorithms leads to significant quantitative differences in SWE estimates. Foster et al. [11] showed
that underestimated SSM/I SWE estimates from the Chang algorithm were partly improved when the
algorithm was modified to use forest fraction.

AMSR2 biases are spatially similar to AMSR-E biases, based on the normalized SWE maps.
Although there are modest year-to-year differences in the bias patterns, the sensors show sufficient
spatial consistency in sign and magnitude to treat the AMSR2 record as a continuation of AMSR-E.
Regardless, approaches to remove systematic biases between instruments should be considered when
application studies are sensitive to the magnitude of SWE bias (e.g., flood forecasting, climate trend
analysis).

6. Conclusions

In this study, we evaluated consistencies in SWE estimated from different generations of similar
passive microwave satellite sensors, using other satellite SWE data for temporal continuity. F13
SSM/I-F17 SSMIS was evaluated using AMSR-E and AMSR-E-AMSR2 SWE was examined using
SSMIS for 1176 watersheds over the North Central U.S., according to three snow classifications
(Warm forest, Prairie, and Maritime). There are notable bias differences between SSM/I and
SSMIS-estimated SWE in the Warm forest class based on time series comparisons and yearly mean
bias. It is likely that two SWE estimates are influenced by the difference interpolation methods for Tb
between the F13 SSM/I and F17 SSMIS sensors. AMSR2 and AMSR-E satellite-based SWE retrievals
have temporally reasonable agreement when compared to SSMIS SWE estimates. The SWE differences
between AMSR2-E and AMSR2 are generally less than the differences between SSM/I and SSMIS SWE
based on yearly metrics. The spatial bias patterns, normalized to SWE magnitude and variability, show
good agreement between AMSR2 and AMSR-E SWE. The slight differences in SWE magnitudes may
be partially due to sampling error from different climate conditions between two periods or systematic
errors between the different instruments that could be related to ongoing calibration of AMSR2 Tb,
although the basic characteristics of two sensors are quite similar [32].

Overall, careful consideration is required when using long-term SSM/I and SSMIS SWE data
records by combining historical microwave sensors onboard the DMSP platform series, especially in
SWE application studies such as snowmelt flood forecasting. Similarities in spatial patterns as well as
metrics (bias and R2) for AMSR2 and AMSR-E SWE suggest that the AMSR2 and AMSR-E combination
provides a valuable source for a continuous microwave SWE estimates. Future research on this topic
will enhance continuity of historical satellite-based SWE estimates and allow for continuous SWE
estimates to be used for snowmelt flood-forecasting applications in areas such as the Red River of the
North basin, where severe flood events have historically occurred.
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